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FOOD ACCESS FOR ALL

Many of us have grown up
with an abundance of food
from all over the world. Many
members of our community
are already living with food
insecurity on a daily basis as
they struggle to make ends
meet, particularly through
the winter months with high
heating bills and the ever increasing cost of living.
Now

climate

change

is

impacting food availability,
through drought, storm and
fire.
The Food is Free movement
is a worldwide network that
promotes access to clean
and nutritious food as a fundamental human right. In
response, community organisations around the world
have increased the variety of
avenues in which food may

be acquired for free. Food is
Free pantries now exist in numerous locations around the
world, alongside community
gardens and other community support infrastructure.
Many schools also offer free
breakfasts and some schools
offer free food, donated by
local supermarkets and bakeries, made available to families at pick up time.

ARTS & CULTURE

Community meals can also
offset the challenges that
many face but finding them
is not always easy, as I found
out when researching this
story. Community dining
can provide more than just
a warm home cooked meal,.
It’s also a great opportunity
to connect with others and
to have a night out.

Ignite Youth Festival

However, I was saddened
to find that locating these
sources of free food was in
fact quite a challenge in itself. Certainly for those in
serious need, organisations
such as the Salvos or DRERS
Continued on page 3

ARE YOU REALLY OK?
R U OK day is a national day
of advocacy and action that
encourages people to reflect
and think about the mental health of people around
them as well as themselves.
It asks each of us to notice
changes in others and check
in with them to ask a simple question, “Are you OK?”
Having a national annual

day to do this has been an
effective way to remove
that awkward silence when
it comes to mental health.
It makes it easier to ask the
question or have a conversation about what is causing
someone to appear withdrawn, anxious or sad. There
are many anecdotes on the
internet about how that one

emeraldmessenger.com.au

question changed someone’s
frame of mind in the moment
and possibly saved their life.
The national dedicated day
has the extended benefit of
making ongoing questions
or conversations easier and
educating people in what to
look out for or notice in their
day-to-day observations.
Continued on page 7
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she said she would order her a pizza and have it delivered
to her house. When asked for her address it became apparent that the woman was in fact in Emerald, Queensland not
Emerald Victoria! The pizza was ordered just the same but
this highlights that the need exists. The community organisations that work directly with individuals already know this
but need support from the community in general, not just to
help keep the Food is Free pantries full but to contribute as
volunteers or with donations to community meals.

FOOD ACCESS FOR ALL
(Dandenong Ranges Emergency Relief Service) can provide
food vouchers for immediate and urgent relief but sometimes
the people who need this kind of support cannot afford the
petrol to seek it out or don’t have the internet or may need
to find something close to home. It is not just about having a
voucher today - it is also about ongoing support. We all need
connection and we all need to start thinking about future
food security.

In an affluent society access to food should be a fundamental human right and making it easy to find is the first
step. Information for free community meals, free food and
food support is readily available for Melbourne’s inner city
but almost impossible to find in the Dandenong Ranges.
Information on council webpages was somewhat difficult to
locate too. It has become clear that what’s needed is a comprehensive list of all the places in the hills that provide access
to either free food or community meals.

So, if you’re trying to find community meals or a free food
pantry near you, where do you look? If you have access to
the internet what do you search for? Free Food? Community
Dining? Community Food? I kept hitting a brick wall with
every search I did yet I knew personally of at least three places where I could access free food in the hills.
The need for a more co-ordinated approach to food security is becoming very real. Recently Emerald Community
House received a phone call from a woman saying she had
nothing to eat and the food is free pantry was empty so

Below is the list that we were able to compile but if you
know of any places not included here please let us know at
info@emeraldmessenger.com.au

The Food Store

356 Belgrave Gembrook Rd, Emerald

St Lukes, Bailey Road, Cockatoo

All welcome, just turn up!

Mondays from 10am to 2pm

Ph: 5968 3881

Free food for those in need. No appointment necessary

Ferntree Gully Community Meal

Ph: 5968 8459

Foothills Community Care

Food is Free pantry

Wednesday Nights 6:30pm

Emerald Community House - Open 24 hours

Ferntree Gully Girl Guides Hall, Underwood Rd, Ferntree Gully

356-358 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd, Emerald

Drop in for a cuppa and a chat from 4:30pm

Ph: 5968 3881

Ph: 8711 8677

Food is Free pantry

Edible Kallista Monthly Shared Dinners

Fernlea House Shop of Opportunity

Kallista Community House

Mon to Fri 9am–4:30pm, Sat 10–2pm.

Next meal Tues Oct 22nd 6:30pm – phone for future dates

15 Kilvington Drive, Emerald

2 Church Street, Kallista

Ph: 5968 6639

Ph: 9755 2622

Food is Free Pantry and Community garden

Upwey Community Meal

Tecoma Uniting Church - Open 24 hours

Monday Nights

1566 Burwood Hwy, Tecoma

Upwey Baptist Community Church.

All welcome!

Cnr Darling Ave and Burwood Hwy, Upwey (opp train station)

Ph: 9754 2177

Meals served at 6:30, drop in for a cuppa and a chat from 4:30pm

Free light lunch available

Ph: 9723 5368

Belgrave Hub - Mi Place

Dandenong Ranges Emergency Relief Service [DRERS]

Mon to Fri 9:30am to 2:00pm

Open Mon-Fri from 9:00am to 12:30pm

1616-1624 Burwood Highway Belgrave

Belgrave Community Hub, located at

Ph: 9754 7777

1616-1624 Burwood Hwy, Belgrave

Emerald Community Meal

Ph: 9754 7777

MEREDITH COLE

Dig-In Community Café at Emerald Community Hall
Last Friday of each month between 6pm-8pm
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BACKYARD MATTERS

corn are hungry, thirsty plants, with root systems and tops
greedy for space.
Potatoes traditionally have been a major source of calories
for many people they also contain some protein. And they
grow fairly easily here in the hills - you may even have feral
potatoes, as we do! A Scots vegan writer, Chrissie Sugden,
has calculated she needs at least 118 square metres of potatoes each year to meet her needs - but of course, she
doesn't keep animals and doesn't grow shelling beans, apparently. Carol Deppe, who is gluten intolerant, calculates a
similar amount though she supplements them with shelling
beans, flint and flour varieties of maize as well as pumpkins
and keeps a flock of ducks for their eggs. Do you know how
many potatoes you eat in a year? And would you have the
space to store them.

Most people insure their houses and property against
events that are fairly unlikely but few of us prepare for adaptation to climate change events that are almost certain
- only the 'when' is unknown. I'm not suggesting you stock
your cellar with a year's worth of tinned baked beans and
sundry rounds of ammo! It's more an act of imagination or
as it's sometimes called, envisioning a time when calories
will be something we seek not avoid and when no amount
of cash, hard or digital, may get us what we need.
These thoughts may lead us to consider how we and our community would meet our needs ourselves and how our present
resources can be spent in a way that will save resources in
future rather than lead to ongoing costs. Community gardens and food sharing networks are the foundations we can
build now to ensure food security in the future.

Seedlings and seeds to sow direct in September and October
include: asparagus (seed), beetroot ‘Early Wonder’, broccoli,
cabbage, and Asian greens of all sorts, ‘All Seasons’ carrots,
calendula, celeriac and later, celery, chives, coriander, corn
salad, dill, chicory and endive, fennel, kohl rabi, leek, lettuce,
mizuna, mustards, oregano, parsnip, parsley, peas (sugar,
green and snow), rocket, radish, salsify, silver beet, spinach,
spring onions, tatsoi and turnips. Some of these will get a
speedier start in a punnet under glass, pea and beet seed
benefit from an overnight soak before planting.

Generally the 'early' or 'dwarf' varieties of peas and beans
will flower or crop earlier than the bigger climbing varieties.
(Most of the shelling bean varieties are medium climbers,
but Borlottis can be had in dwarf forms.) So if you plant, for
example, a row of dwarf beans and a row of climbing beans
at the same time, the dwarfs will crop first and the climbers later, giving you a longer overall harvest of beans. You
may not need to plant more until around January when another row of dwarfs will crop soon enough to give you more
beans before the cold weather comes back. The empty
space where the early crop was can immediately be filled
with different summer veg such as carrots, beets, parsnips,
caulis, silver beet etc.

Also plant tubers and crowns such as potatoes, shallots,
rhubarb, horse radish and strawberries, sunchokes and asparagus crowns (better late than never) if you can find any.
Cuttings of sage, rosemary, mints, lavenders, winter savory
and thyme go well now too.
Here are the summer crops that you can start now in punnets in a hothouse or on a sunny window sill, ready to be
planted out when the soil gets to about 20C around Early
November (or a little earlier in large black pots) - tomatoes, basil, capsicums, eggplant, chilli, globe artichokes,
Cape gooseberry, ground cherry, tomatillos, tamarillos,

This is a plan which works with early and late varieties of
tomatoes, basil and dill, cucumbers and probably sweetcorn as well, though some of these will keep producing for
the rest of the season, once they start.
Some veg which have kept you going during winter will be
bolting when the hot weather comes, like silverbeet and loose
leaf lettuce - so have some seedlings ready to replace them.
New root veg plantings will be needed from now on, too.
Some summer veg are all fairly quick to produce a picking,
lettuce, radish, zucchini and Asian greens are in this category. Just keep putting in a few more of these every few weeks
for continuous supply. This is better than huge quantities of
lettuce all at once, followed by nothing!
A guild system can work to produce 3 crops in one area
- traditionally corn/maize, squash and climbing shelling
beans. I have had problems trying this, as my pumpkins
were too shaded by the taller plants, and the corn was
weighed down by the over enthusiastic beans and fell over!
In a wicking bed, it quickly became a jungle, though quite
a productive one. According to Carol Deppe author of 'The
Resilient Gardener - Food Production and Self-Reliance
in Uncertain Times', the corn should have been planted in
groups of 3 about a metre apart - mine were in a double
row only about 30cm apart. An irrigated in-ground bed
may have worked better too - the wicker was more or less
swamped by the rampant growth. Both pumpkins and

Photo: Jasmine Waheed on Unsplash
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cucumbers, squash, pumpkins, zucchini, luffa and melons,
amaranth, quinoa and chia, bush beans and climbing beans,
sweetcorn and maize, okra, flax and sunflowers. Bean and
sweetcorn seed will benefit from an overnight soak before planting. Pumpkins and squash grow long roots quite
quickly, and resent root damage - they need tall potlets or
maybe milk cartons!

EMERALD
CAROLS

By the Lake

In October you may make further succession plantings
of any of the above outside plantings. You may also add
angelica, borage, coriander, French tarragon, lemon balm,
okra, summer savory, marjoram, yacon tubers, and NZ yam
or oca (oxalis tuberosa).
If you have a very sheltered, sunny veg bed or large pot you
might try planting a few dwarf beans, sunflowers, Bantam
corn or cucumbers there. While these are young, mini 'hothouses' (bottomless soft drink bottles) or cloches may help
keep off a late frost, remove them on sunny days.
If you have chooks or ducks, plant twice as much silver beet,
Asian greens, kale, cabbage, buckwheat, lettuce and broccoli for them and everyone will be happy – and the egg yolks
will be a very rich orange colour and full of old fashioned flavour. Ducks and chickens will also eat boiled pumpkin and
potatoes. If, due to drought, you're finding mash and grains
harder to afford grow a few more pumpkins and potatoes.

FRI DEC 13TH

6-8 PM COMMUNITY PICNIC 8-9:30 PM CAROLS
www. emeraldcarols. com

Many weeds are also favoured by chooks – chickweed, 'milk'
thistle, dandelions, cleavers, panic veldt grass and many others. Ducks like spoiled soft fruits, and chickens fancy things
like fresh corn or maize cobs, sunflower seed and millet but
you’ll have to net these crops to keep other birds off them.
If those chooks are going to lay anything this year they
should be just about doing so by now. The oldies may have
given up but they'll still be providing manure and pest control services for you, not to mention garden company and
entertainment. As for rodent control, we're still working on
that one and are beginning to think the rats are much cleverer than we are. They seem wary of any sort of trap at all.
In the end, only concrete flooring and foundations will keep
them out that is if they don't just saunter in the open door
during the day!
Many flower seeds or plants can also be put in now to attract bees and other beneficial insects later. For example,
sweet Alice, agastache, dill, caraway, coriander, cosmos, clovers, gaura, gypsophila, calendula, lucerne, lavenders, borage,
tagasaste, grevilleas, wallflowers, phacelia, scaevola, thymes,
and salvias all spring to mind but there are many more that
will encourage bees to your garden. Single dahlia corms
when they are available as well as citrus trees and berries
also provide feed for bees and make wonderful honey. This
type of planting is now known as ‘Bee-scaping’! Bee hotels
may provide homes for native bees and useful predators.
Have that equipment, new frames etc ready to go, the
warm weather is fast approaching. Offer your bees some
feed if the weather is cold and wet - they may have used up
most of their winter stores by now.
Wishing us all a good pollination season.
ROSE OVENDEN
ii. Chrissie Sugden, 'Self-sufficient Nutrition for Life' in Permaculture
Magazine (UK) issue 92, Sping(?) 2017
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ZERO WASTE

So I learnt a big lesson. Repairs can only work in a culture
where built in obsolescence has been outlawed. Our government is not protecting its citizens interests. All white goods
should come with a 10 year guarantee as standard and if
they don’t they shouldn’t be allowed in the country. The
earth does not have enough resources to build me a new
washing machine every 5 years.

RIGHT TO REPAIR VS BUILT IN OBSOLESCENCE
My washing machine finally kicked the bucket. This is always
a first world disaster especially with a family of four and 2
weeks of school swimming looming ahead. We were inspired
by the repair article from the last Emerald Messenger and
the fact that the tall one in our household takes part in the
local repair cafe. So we took the decision that it was our moral and ethical duty to keep the 5 year old Samsung out of
landfill and began our search for a repairman.

My mother and father moved into their house 45 years ago.
Their original fridge is still going. Their washing machine
lasted 25 years. Their dishwasher is 35 years old. The original oven needed a new fuse the other week - its first repair.
Technology is improving all the time but not longevity, that
has in fact collapsed and is yet another unfair burden being
passed onto younger generations.

We knew what was wrong, the main bearing was gone. We
called a few different repair companies and explicitly mentioned what the problem was. One chap said, no way too
big a job. The one Samsung recommend, Woolley, said sure
we can do that, there is a $165 call out fee. When he arrived
he said, “Yes the main bearing has gone. We will have to
send a truck to pick it up which is $100 each way plus the
cost of the repair, which we will quote you for”.

MEAGHAN FREE

After he left I felt sick. They really did turn up and charge us
$165 to tell us what we already knew. I thought they would
be turning up with tools and parts. Then they did not send a
quote for the work for 4 days! When it did arrive it was $513
with a two week turnaround. We were in for the price of a
shiny new Bosch that we could have delivered the next day to repair a 5 year old Samsung on which any number of parts
might fail on any given day.
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Linking back to RUOK Day - take notice of how others
around you are doing and then give your time to have a genuine conversation or give real support in the form of taking
overwhelming tasks off their hands.

Continued from page 1

ARE YOU REALLY OK?

With mental health becoming a national and global priority, conversations with individuals are essential and
Beyond Blue has some excellent materials about how
to start a conversation with someone when you suspect
they are struggling. www.beyondblue.org.au/get-support/
order-printed-information-resources

RUOK Day has been a great success across the nation with
workplaces, schools and other institutions putting a concerted effort into celebrating it and encouraging a focus on
starting those critical conversations. This might be just one
day in 365 days of the year but we can all be taking small
steps daily to work on our own well-being and that of others.

To me, the closed question of RUOK, prompts a positive answer. Many people will automatically answer “yes, I’m fine
thanks”, just as they would if a shop assistant asked that
same question. For that very reason, in retail, sales assistants
are trained to ask open questions, eg “How can I help you?”,
or “What can I help you with?”, which is more likely to prompt
or encourage a conversation. Now that we’ve overcome the
stigma of asking or being asked perhaps our next step could
be more conversational. Certainly, the observation is critical
and this means taking care of our own mental health so that
we can be in a more positive position to care for others.

NON BLAIR

Non Blair is a business consultant and local resident who
works for a Melbourne based organisation called Spring Point.
She’s always willing to have a chat about any area of community or organisational development and can be contacted
through Emerald Community House.

The New Economics Foundation researched strategies
to build long term wellness and their 5 Ways to Wellbeing
are based on the evidence of this research. The 5 Ways to
Wellbeing strategies are things we probably all do bits of but
incorporating them into every day is shown to build ongoing
personal resilience and a healthy external perspective.
Connect
Spend time with the people who you enjoy – family, friends,
workmates or neighbours. Make time to continue to build
and develop your connections and also make new ones.
Give
Do something nice for someone else, it could be as simple as
letting them know you’re ‘thankful’ or making them a cup of
tea. Being thoughtful toward others can do as much good
for you as it does for them.
Be Active
Regular exercise is a critical part of staying healthy, both
physically and mentally. The key is to find the right exercise
to suit you, examples include walking with a friend, swimming, riding your bike and going to the gym.
Take Notice
Make an effort to be aware of the world around you, try to
feel in the moment, focus your attention, and reflect on your
experiences. Taking time to smell the roses is not just a catch
phrase but a sound piece of wisdom.
Keep Learning

Also available – Infrared iHealth Sauna

11 YEARS IN EMERALD

Try something new or rediscover an old hobby or interest. Set
a task to learn something new that will be fun and provide a
sense of achievement. Keep an open mind about what you
know and what you could learn. Don’t fall into the trap of being
too busy chopping wood to find the time to sharpen the axe.
Each of the five ways can be combined with others to create
fun ways to take a multi-pronged approach. For instance,
learn a new skill or exercise with a friend to keep connecting.
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TRUMPETING MALI'S RETURN

“I thought for a long time about the nature of us and how we
need to forever continue to listen, learn and understand each
other through all our expressive ways as humans. Through our
stories, our journeys, our families, life events and as a community how we exist together. The families of whales represent
our many families in this community, how we weave through
and swim through each other’s lives, communicating, sharing and experiencing life. The cockatoos that fly above our
beautiful hills represent all the visitors we meet, see and invite
into our community for a period of time, who then continue
on their way. All in all a community that grows, changes and
resonates together in many creative ways”, says Raquel.

If someone tells you they saw an elephant in the main street
of Emerald recently, don’t call the doctor. First ask a few
questions. Did they also see whales and black cockatoos?
They may be telling the truth.
Mali, the baby Asian elephant was born at the Melbourne
Zoo in January, 2010 to mother Dokkoon. Along with her
younger brother Ongard, she is of great significance to the
regional endangered species conservation breeding program. Mali was the first elephant to be born at Melbourne
Zoo, the first female elephant ever to be born in Australia and
the first elephant to be born through artificial insemination.

The new look Mali is certainly a community project, with her
new plinth being made by the Emerald Men’s Shed, from recycled Puffing Billy sleepers. The Men’s Shed also installed
her in the grassed area, beneath the Yukkas, beside the
Commonwealth Bank, who generously provide the land.
Mali will now stay in her new location, at 1 Kilvington Drive,
Emerald. A small salvia garden bed has now been planted around her, to attract bees and

Two years later, Melbourne Zoo celebrated its 150th birthday
in 2012. Mali was seen as such an icon that she was the subject of an exciting exhibition of life-sized sculptures, painted by
a variety of artists and displayed all around Melbourne. The
sculptures were then auctioned off with all proceeds going directly to Zoos Victoria to support their conservation programs.
Two Emerald community members went along to the auction
at Melbourne Zoo with the intention to buy one for the town
with some money they’d raised by donations from various
community groups and individuals, prior to the auction. The
painted elephants sold for significantly more than had initially
been raised but they took a risk and won an elephant, confident that they could raise further community funds when
they showed people the beautiful sculpture that Emerald
could own. They were right. Due to the generous donations,
enough money was raised for the elephant and transport,
plus some extra funds to maintain the artwork into the future.

provide a lovely frame. She belongs to the people of Emerald,
brought to you by generous contributors throughout our
community. She is also a symbol of the plight of many animals facing extinction as well as a reminder of how art can
bring important messages to our awareness.
If you are interested in being part of the Friends of Mali group,
to fundraise and volunteer to conserve Mali into the future,
or you’d like to make a donation for future artworks please
contact info@pave.org.au to express your interest. There are
many practical ways that people can be involved and give
a little time to show appreciation for this beautiful artwork.

Natural skincare company, Botáni, sponsored the original
artwork, painted in an olive theme, by Melbourne artist
Michael Skilney, to represent Botáni’s signature plant ingredient, the humble olive, found in all their products.

Oh, and if someone you know tells you they’ve been seeing
elephants in the main street, best to pop into Emerald yourself to check out their story before seeking professional help.
NON BLAIR

During the Mali in Melbourne Exhibition, Botani Mali, was on
display in Lygon Street’s multicultural community and in particular, its Mediterranean eateries that also utilise the olive.

PAVE Festival Director

The Emerald Mali purchase was originally auspiced by environmental group, EmFSus (Emerald For Sustainability), now
defunct. Many community groups and generous individuals
donated funds to buy Mali. She was later gifted to the Emerald
Community House, a key contributor to the fundraising, purchasing and installation. ECH was able in order to cover public liability insurance and ensure Mali was maintained under a
memorandum of understanding with Cardinia Council. She was
placed outside the library at the eastern end of Emerald. Once
work began by council to demolish the Mechanics Institute Hall
and build a large, new structure, Mali was moved for safe keeping to the old Emerald Bakehouse, for a new look.
Since 2012, Mali has undergone several new looks, including
the Emerald star bush and bees themes painted by hills artist Teresa Blazincic. Then at the Performing And Visual arts in
Emerald (PAVE) Festival this year, she was painted with beautiful whales and black cockatoos by local artist Raquel Carter.
Raquel said that Mali's Artwork is all about the subject and
meaning of Resonate – the theme of PAVE 2019.
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HALLOWEEN ON THE GREEN
Once again Halloween on the Green will be delighting patrons young and old with local entertainment, stalls, and
rides at Ferny Creek Reserve on 26th October. This annual cultural event that raises funds for local schools in the
Dandenongs has grown from year to year thanks largely to
the support of the hills community and The Philanthropic
Collective who host the event.
“This event is one that engages all the senses - amazing
costumes, a wide variety of international cuisine and fantastic performances by local musicians” says Belinda Young,
Communications Director for Halloween on the Green.
Yarra Ranges Mayor Tony Stevenson will also attend, making
an extraordinary entrance with the aid of Le Pine Funerals.
Entertainment on the main stage includes the talented up
and coming artist Charlie Bedford, who is building on his
Triple M success and recent fame in Memphis, Tennessee;
The Bean Project, who are described as ‘the odd marriage of
James Taylor and The Cat Empire’ and; Daisy West who will
be launching their debut release ‘Bellis Perennis’. A second
stage inside the hall will feature jazz by Peter Hurley in collaboration with musicians from the Victorian College of Arts,
ensuring entertainment for all to enjoy.
“While the rides and entertainment, (included in the $6 entrance fee) offer amazing value for money, it’s the community spirit the event generates that makes it a real stand out,”
Belinda says.
The best dressed competition has a prize pool of $4000.
Additional categories have been added this year to ensure
event goers have a greater chance of winning.
“We have found is that the costumes offer great conversation starters for those that rarely have an opportunity to
meet others in the community. We have heard of people
starting conversations over each other’s costumes, only to
find out they both lived on the same street” she says.
The team behind Halloween on the Green were aware that loud
noises, music and costumes can make some sensory sensitive
members of our community reluctant to attend. The introduction of a Sensory Friendly Hour from 11am to 12pm means that
the event is accessible to more members of our community. Full
details of this hour can be found on Halloween on the Green’s
website and Facebook page and registration is a must.
Finally, yet another new addition, the Avenue of Honour,
adds an important cultural element to the event. All festival
goers are invited to consider participating by bringing a picture of a loved one or beloved pet that has passed, and to
peg the image to our avenue. The Avenue is intended to facilitate reflection for a moment on the beloved souls of those
no longer with us.
Halloween on the Green 2019 is certainly set to be a cultural
highlight this October. Make sure you purchase tickets before
October 1st to be in with a chance to win the early bird prize.
More information online www.halloweenonthegreen.com.au
MARK BEAN
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“Disaster is no excuse for family violence” offers a simple
4-step process to acknowledge family violence and
provides referral information. The Gender and Disaster
Pod’s ‘Long-term Disaster Resilience’ research project won
the Resilient Australia 2019 Community Award and was
the catalyst for these fire planning discussions.
Further details – www.genderanddisaster.com.au
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Education Seminars
Education Seminars
COMMUNITY
RECYCLING FORUM

EMERALD MESSENGER — OCTOBER 2019
SUSTAINABILITY

:RUNLQJWRJHWKHUWRZDUGVKHDOWKLHUPLQGV

On October 17th in Emerald a coalition of community
groups will be hosting a Community Recycling Forum at
which residents can have their say about what they think
should be done to fix our recycling system.

Education Seminars

Listening to residents views will be a panel made up of
Brad Battin MP, a representative from the Greens and
Councillors from Cardinia and Yarra Ranges. The panel
members will explore what can be done to set up a better recycling system including the 5 point Action Plan proposed by the Municipal Association of Victoria.

To have your say rsvp by email to pcook@wildcoast.net.au.
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Sundays at 9:15am
For worship and friendship

Pastor Toni Vaka 5968 2656
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DANDENONG RANGES

Pilates

Orthotics

Remedial Massage

Back/neck pain
Sprains/strains
Sports injuries
Falls & balance
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COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER TEAMS
CONVERGE AT ANNUAL CONFERENCE
What's happening at this year's CNAV Conference?
The Victorian Electoral Commission is coming to speak about
council elections which are coming up in 2020. Candidates
often rely on local media to promote their suitability for office and publish electoral advertising in the lead-up to council elections. The VEC will help us navigate our legal requirements and answer any questions you may have.
Jeanette Severs will be with us again facilitating a workshop
'Answering your burning questions'. Jeanette will answer
what questions she can, but much of this session may be exchange of information between papers. Can I use photos of
children in my publication? What is defamation and how do
I mitigate against it? What do other groups do with excess
funds they accumulate? How does publishing online affect
the number of copies printed? If you have a question you
would like to ask, you can email it before the conference to
Caroline Roff or bring it along to the workshop.

Mediacom, the Victorian Government advertising agency,
will be with us to talk about what they want to advertise in
community newspapers, why they have found it difficult to
work with community newspapers as a group and what we
all need to do to facilitate the process.

WALK

James Poyner spoke at last year's conference about the issues that Warrandyte Diary were having with online publication. He wondered if CNAV papers could work as a group
to reduce the cost of upgrading publication on services like
Issuu. Following an enthusiastic response, James has researched this over the last few months and will chair a workshop to discuss his findings and where we go from here.

Enjoy a walk

Local history talk
Morning tea
MEET

Lakeside car park

Emerald Lake Park

SENIORS FESTIVAL WALK
23RD OCTOBER

10:00 AM-12:00PM
Emerald Lake Park

Jock Macneish OAM has been cartooning for the Warrandyte
Diary since 1970. He will run a workshop 'Illustrating your
point' to encourage other papers to look at new ways of conveying information. And for those of us who are lacking confidence, apparently you don't need to be able to draw to be
a good cartoonist!

Parking Fees apply.
TALK

Come to the
Museum for the
local history talk
and morning tea at
5 Crichton Rd
Emerald.

We will also run a brief strategic planning session. We need to
answer three basic questions: 1. What does CNAV do well? 2.
What would you like CNAV to do? (this can be pie in the sky
ideas, who knows what is possible if we think about it). 3. How
do we achieve some of these ideas? Come along with your
ideas or send them to Caroline Roff before the conference.

TIME

10am-12pm

Nobelius Heritage Park
Emerald Museum
Walk along a gravel track from Emerald Lake Park through majestic
tree ferns, exotic trees and indigenous vegetation to Nobelius
Heritage Park and Emerald Museum.
Listen to a local history talk, explore the Museum and enjoy morning
tea.

Hosted by Friends of
Emerald Lake Park Inc.
and Nobelius Heritage
Park and Emerald
Museum.

Tai Chi and Qigong Classes

Return to Emerald Lake Park via Link Track (short steep descent) and
Wishing Well track lined with ferns and exotic trees.

Enquiries: (03)5968 4603

0437 949 919

Automotive service & repairs
4WD –CARS –PETROL –DIESEL
5968 6031
297 Belgrave-Gembrook Road, Emerald
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IGNITING JOY THROUGH MUSIC

working hard to overcome every challenge to create a free,
safe and fun event for all ages! Thanks to the support from
local businesses, Emerald Community House and Gemco
Arts Centre this event has been made possible.

On Friday October 4th, 2019 at 4pm Ignite Youth Festival is
set to wow audiences and light up the stage at the Gemco
Arts Centre in Emerald with live music and visual art!

For more details visit www.ignitefestival.com.au
BLAISE COSME

Ignite is an exciting new youth festival offering young emerging artists the opportunity to create and participate in their
very own youth-led music and arts event in the hills! Musical
performances, video art and an art exhibition from aspiring
young creatives will provide a feast for the eyes, ears and imagination; giving a taste of things to come from an impressive list of contributing performers and artists who are just
beginning on their creative journeys.

Festival Coordinator

Ignite is a community-driven platform helping young people learn about the power of collaboration and the value of
determination. This event has been developed to encourage
youth to embrace challenges, explore ideas and to work together to create rewarding experiences that foster friendship
and help build skills, confidence and resilience.
Festival organisers have assisted the young artists to develop and create advertising material which the can use for
future promotions, including recording songs and creating a
video interview promoting the event. You can watch the interviews on our website or social media pages.
The Ignite Youth Festival is alcohol, smoke and drug free and
aims to be an enjoyable musical event for the whole community providing the opportunity for musicians under the age
of 21 to showcase their incredible talents outside the usual
school environment. To this end, the Ignite team has been

IGNITE
Youth Festival
4TH OCTOBER

4-9 pm Gemco Arts Centre
Featured Musicians:

Hannah Schmidli | Grace Baker | Anya Alchemy
Ayden Gadsden & Mitch Matta | Lily Slater
Jamie Pugh | Glaze Amoguis | Jazmin Micallef

www.ignitefestival.com.au
All-Ages

FREE EVENT!
Making videos of the musicians such as Hannah Schmidli helped
promote the festival to a broad audience across the hills
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2019 WOORILLA POETRY PRIZE - OPEN SECTION WINNER
Congratulations to Damen O'Brien from Queensland for
his poem 'The Eighth Strike' which was awarded by judge
Nathan Curnow as the winner in the Open Section

Books with winning poems from the past four years are
available for purchase from Emerald Community House
on 5968 3881 or email enquiries via info@woorilla.org.au

The Emerald Messenger will publish other awarded works
from the competition in future editions.

cover

rillae
Wootry
Priz

Details about winning entries in this years competition are
available at www.woorilla.org.au

Poe

2019

WOORILLA

Woorilla Poetry
Prize 2016
Award presentation at
Gemco Theatre, Emerald
VIC
5th June 2016

POETRY PRIZE

2018

Organised by:
Maria Millers
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2017
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WOORILLA POETRY
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Judged by:
Judith Rodriguez
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THE EIGHTH STRIKE
These seven times, and now I am a footnote and a search result. I am
‘verified’ by Guinness, and rashed with a vine of branching exit scars.
My wife has become distant: she shifts from me to the edge of propriety.
Our bed is broad. On a clear day I was found by a strike that stung between us.
I miss the company of others, but who would be friendly with a bomb? Only
those who make their homes on a fault line with the careless spirt of gamblers.
If I was tuned for this, like a pure quench of metal, each pinning blow
would not be so hard, but I am a trickle of iron filings slowly lining up.
Outliers allow an average. But in the scale of plasma, there must be some other man
whose life is shot with the negative of my strikes. What would such a life look like?
I feel struck by a deliberate malice: sought out by an abandoned tarantula of a god,
dissipating its petty godhead in vengeful thunderbolts or karmic Russian roulette.
But I am no villain or demon, and my ill acts and wasteful omissions are no worse
than any other man, less than some. There is no justice in each electron scourge.
Perhaps on the inside, where only lightning looks, I am taller than other men,
perhaps I am a clearer conductor. I console myself with thoughts like these,
My EEG is regular, my CT scan unprepossessing. It is not enough. I refuse to
bury myself with randomness, some lotto winner, some un-earned freak show.
The moment of each bolt is visitation: seizure-white like the mistranslated ecstasy
of the possessed; loudhailer message from God; voice of angels, never understood,
and then only ash, burn and sear, secondary fire and filler news story.
These are not amorous kisses, and lightning, does not know how to love.
There may never be another strike, and I refuse to fear the sky, or the storm’s leafy fury.
If another bolt waits for me wound like a spring, I will be ready. This time, I will be ready.
*The world record for being struck by lightning is seven strikes, held by Roy C Sullivan, but records are made to be broken.
DAMEN O'BRIEN
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ALTERNATIVE REPLIES TO GRANTS

What are other sources of potential funding for this project?
Here below are a bunch of other foundations we are applying to. We are not very confident in many of them, but we
figure that the more names we list, the better it makes us
look. Some of the foundations won’t invest until other foundations make a first move.

Ever imagined what your answers would be like on a grant
proposal if your non-profit group was completely and brutally honest? Recently making the rounds on FB, these
responses resonate with our own Australian sector which
spends a great deal of valuable unpaid time completing
grant applications that too often get the flick from funders.

If you receive a partial grant, will you still implement this
program?

What is innovative about your program design?

Likely we will, because the needs are so high, but it will not
be the awesome program we envisioned, since we’ll have
to cut program components, not hire the staff we need,
and not be able to serve as many people as we want. But
if that’s the only choice, we’ll reluctantly take it. Then, on
some nights, we’ll stay awake, staring at the ceiling, crying
a single tear that streaks down our worn faces, lit by the
moonlight, imagining what could have been.

Our program is entirely innovative. The design is unproven;
the approach is untested; the outcomes are unknown. We
also have a tried-and-true service delivery model with outstanding results and a solid evidence base to support it.
But you funded that last year and your priority is to fund
innovative projects. So we made this one up.
How will you sustain this program after this grant runs out?

How will you evaluate this program?

We will leave you alone and harass other people, continuing to spend half our time trying to convince other foundations that our programs and communities are worth being
supported, instead of running and improving the programs
that our communities desperately need. Then, after a year
or so, when hopefully you forgot that we applied earlier,
we’ll reapply to your foundation.

Because we have little funding for a formal process with an
external evaluator, our community services student placement will design a self-report survey. At the beginning and
end of the program, we’ll administer the survey. We’ll put in
lots of numbers and percentages to make it look impressive.
This is not very rigorous or valid, due to selection bias, selfreport bias, confounding variables, and a host of other issues,
but it should be enough to convince you that we have good
evaluation data.

How does your organisation partner with other organizations in the area?
We have an unwritten agreement to write desperate, lastminute letters of support for one another for grant proposals
like this one. Once in a while, we go out drinking together, especially when we don’t get grants like this one.

How will the community be transformed as a result of
this grant?
Hahahaha, that’s a good one! This grant is for $5,000! And
people say funders don’t have a sense of humour! 5K will allow us to pay for six weeks of rent, which means we can stay
open, and who knows what awesome stuff we’ll accomplish
during those six weeks, am I right? Please add three zeroes
if you really want to see transformation.

How will you use the funds if you receive this grant?
We honestly really need this grant to pay for rent and utilities and for wages so our staff can do important work and
feed their families, but since you won’t allow your funds to be
used for those things, we will say that your grant is paying
for whatever you will actually fund, then get other funders or
donors to give and then tell them that their money is paying
for the stuff that they want to fund. We will ultimately waste
hundreds of hours every year trying to figure out who is paying for what, hours that could be used to deliver services.

Besides sending money, what else can the foundation do
to support you?
Please introduce us to other foundations so they can also
send money.
MARY FARROW

Feature & Level Surveys
Title Boundary Re-establishment
Consolidation of Titles
2 Beaconsfield – Emerald Road,
Beaconsfield.

Phone 0400 543 157
www.oneplangroup.com.au

Subdivision
Our focus is to provide quality, professional,
personalised land surveying services
throughout Victoria focused on the hills
communities north of Beaconsfield.
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EMERALD LIBRARY

Travel with Technology - October 19th 12:30pm – 2pm
In this interactive workshop we will cover: Essential apps
to pack on your overseas trip, how to communicate for
free overseas, using your smartphone and tablet overseas,
avoiding Bill Shock, how to save money when booking your
trip, and lots of other tips and tricks!

Digital Drop-in
Tuesdays 2:30pm - 3:30pm
Need help with your smart phone, camera or other device?
Drop in to Emerald Library to get some help with the basics.

Autism Spectrum Recognition, Response and Referrals

Emerald Writing and Critique Group

Tuesday the 29th October 6:30pm – 9pm

Every second Wednesday 6pm – 7:30pm

The workshop with Irabina and Anglicare Victoria will cover
recognising behaviours, appropriate responses and who to
refer to, with time for question and answers.

Are you writing a novel or short story? Do you want a supportive community group to workshop content and ideas,
share stories and motivate each other?

Suitable for volunteers and community groups.

Come along to the new community group for writers in
Emerald and surrounds. No bookings required, all genres
welcome.

Booking 0457 825 076 or CFCCardinia@anglicarevic.org.au
Calling all lego lovers…a Lego Mega Event is coming to CCL!
Roar into Dinovember with an awesome series of dinosaur
themed Lego building events hosted by contestants Maddy
and Jimmy from Lego Masters Australia.

Emerald Library Public Book Group
Every second Monday 10:30am - 11:30am
Looking to expand your reading and meet other book lovers?
Join us at our book group! Each month members catch up
to discuss a different title provided by the library. We laugh,
share stories and swap recommendations.

If you are aged between 8 and 16 and want to have a chance
to be part of this amazing series of events head to our website for more information.
Registrations close September 16th.

Emerald Community Handcrafting Skill Swap

Baby Rhyme Time

1st Saturday of the month 11am - 12:30pm

Wednesdays 2pm – 2:30pm

Discover the wonder of cross generational skill sharing at
our community handcrafting skill swap. Bring your child,
grandchild or just yourself and your own textile project.
Share traditional handcrafting skills including sewing, embroidering, knitting and crochet in an inspiring and creative
space. No need to book, drop in anytime and learn something new! Light refreshments provided.

Join other new mums, dads and carers to learn about the
importance of singing and reading to your baby. Discover
songs and rhymes that babies love and learn about books
your baby will enjoy.
Best for ages 0 – 12 months.
Pre-school Storytime

Please note that the minimum age for participants is 7
years. This is a regular monthly event.

Thursdays 11:15am – 12pm
Storytime introduces children to a wide range of books and
songs, stimulates new ideas and interests to encourage and
develop language skills.

Get online week - October 14th - 19th
Getting Started with e-Books – October 15th 9:30am - 10:30am

Pre-schoolers aged 3 -5 years.

Learn how to access e-books, e-audio book and magazines
for free using your library card. Bring your own device, suitable for Android and Apple users.

Tinies Time
Fridays 11:15am – 11:45am

Get Streaming with Kanopy! - October 15th 11am – 12pm

Introduction to Android Smartphones - Oct 17th 1pm - 2:30pm

Babies and toddlers love books with textures and colour and
being moved to the rhythm of stories, songs or rhymes. They
love being close to you and to other babies. Come and dance
sing, rhyme and play at the library!

Learn how to use your Android Smartphone.

Best for babies and toddlers up to age 3.

Learn how to enjoy over 30 thousand movies and documentaries for FREE from home using your library card.

Get Appy! All About Apps - October 19th 10:30am – 12pm
With millions of apps to choose from it can be difficult to
know where to start. In 'Get Appy' we go through the basics of the App Store, how to choose apps based on your interests, and how to streamline your day o day activities to
make life more efficient!

MORE ARTICLES CONTINUE ON PAGE 25
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Program Guide
Term 4

All Welcome
please come in
& say hello

ECH PROGRAM

(Oct 7th - Dec 20th 2019)

Semester 2

Office open
Monday - Friday
9am - 4pm
(During School Terms)

Short course programs, children’s
programs, local events, venue hire,
activities & community projects

Supporting Local Community
Enterprise Zone:
Strengthening new opportunities
for local business development,
training pathways, volunteering
and pathways to employment

Our Vision is to be a place where connections are made and opportunities are realised.
Our Mission is to consistently meet the needs of the community by providing
quality community development activities, programs and services.

Emerald Community House Inc.

356 - 358 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd, Emerald VIC 3782
Telephone: 03 5968 3881 Email: emhouse@iinet.net.au
www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au
‘Find us’ on Facebook - www.facebook.com/emeraldcommunityhouse
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Membership, Course Enrolment Details & Conditions
Membership Fees
$10 for individuals and $15 for families applies to all users accessing any of the services/programs at
Emerald Community House (ECH). The membership fee is an annual fee from January to December and
goes towards House facilities and maintenance, community grant support, insurance, free community wifi
and other house expenses. Further details www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au

ECH PROGRAM

Course Enrolment
Enrolment/membership forms are available at the office or online www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au.
Course cancellations may occur if minimum class numbers aren’t achieved. Terms/Conditions are also
online. NOTE: Course times and activity details are correct as at time of printing, but may be subject to
change at the discretion of management.

Dig In Community Cafe
The Dig In Community Café is an ECH initiative to promote community
volunteering, job skills and connections. ECH practises community dining
as an exercise in preparedness and community engagement. Run by
community volunteers under the House Manager, The Dig In Community
Café provides a range of volunteer opportunities including menu planning,
food preparation, cooking, venue setting, set-up, pack up and dishwashing.
Donations are kindly accepted to keep the café going.
Volunteers and diners all enjoy a fun night and it’s a great outlet to make
new friends and eat together around the community table. This takes place
on the last Friday of every month, unless otherwise advertised. Other
community groups are encouraged to get involved and run a Dig In
Community dining event of their own.
Volunteers and food donations always welcome!
Thank you to all of our Dig In Community Café regular sponsors (Emerald Woolworths,
Emerald Bakery & Cockatoo Bakery) and our wonderful team of volunteers!
Dates: Friday Oct 25th, Nov 29th, Dec 20th
Venue: ECH Hall
Time:
6-8pm

The Dig in Community Café is one of a collection of programs recognised by Monash/EMV Resilience
Compendium in Victoria and EMV’s Community Resilience Framework
2019 Spring/Summer Markets
Sunday 9am-3pm October 20th
Sunday 9am-3pm November 17th
Friday 3pm-8pm December 6th
(Twilight Market in Puffing Billy Park)
Sunday 9am-3pm December 15th
Funds raised from market stall
fees support the Emerald
Community House not-for profit to
continue running events,
programs & community
development projects

Page 2
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Health & Wellbeing
QiGong for Health & Healing
Course Code QG

With Maxine Gardner

QIGONG, (chi gong), from which Tai Chi originated, uses the same principles of combining breath-work,
movement and stillness to improve the quality of life on all levels. The purpose of these ancient exercises
is to seek stillness (relaxation) in movement (chaos). Bringing these aspects into balance will help to
provide participants with practical tools for coping with the daily stresses of everyday life. QiGong can
improve flexibility, balance, and coordination. It can be beneficial for arthritis, recovering from surgery or
illness. Or it can simply help those who wish to enjoy the practice of a beautiful and gentle way of being,
contributing to their health at the same time. Please bring water & a blanket.

ECH PROGRAM

Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Thursday October 10th - December 19th (9 weeks) No classes October 17th & 24th
6.30pm - 8:30pm, ECH Hall
$148.50 (inc GST) Casual class fee $22 (inc GST)

Emerald Wellbeing Group - FREE
Course Code WP

With Karen Jinnette & Dianne Edwards

Our popular and innovative program provides a diverse and fun environment for people to
engage in various physical and intellectual activities that can improve quality of health and
wellbeing. The program takes place in an environment that includes carers to develop friendships, receive
support from the group and develops a network with a variety of people and age groups.
We offer a range of structured fun activities to improve general wellbeing directed at people over 50.
There is a focus on providing people with an opportunity to get together for social gatherings, informal
discussions as well as providing valuable information. Carers who support loved ones, must attend
together and are welcome.Our program is coordinated by volunteers & currently funded by ECH.
Dates:
Time & Venue:

Tuesday October 8th - December 17th (10 weeks) No class November 5th
9:30am - 11:30am, Emerald RSL

Yoga To Suit Everyone
Are you finding it hard to find a yoga class that suits you because you have a knee problem?
Maybe the downward facing dog is not comfortable because you have high blood pressure.
This yoga class is geared towards everybody's needs. You still get a stretch and a workout, while doing
what you CAN do. Beginners are welcome.
Contact Lisa: 0438 097 475
$180 for 10 classes
10% discount for seniors

Information Technology
Computers (Day Sessions)

Course Code CD

With Donna Asling

Learn all about the ins and outs of your computer in a supportive environment. Work at your own pace,
guided by the tutor to help you learn what you need to know and are interested in such as simple
documents, email and communicating through the internet. As your confidence grows learn about
spreadsheets, inserting pictures or creating data bases. Participants can choose from Microsoft Windows
operating system and Microsoft Office Suite (including Word, PowerPoint, Excel) and more.
Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Wednesday October 16th - December 4th (8 weeks)
12:30pm - 3pm, ECH Meeting Room
$70 (including material & amenities fees)
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Garden & Environment
Critical Care of Fruit Trees

Course Code CFT

With Peter Allen

This class is all about when fruit trees need watering (it may not be when you think). Also, how to deal
with pest and disease organically. Please bring your lunch.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Sunday October 13th (1 session)
10am - 4pm, Telopea Mountain Permaculture, 134 Invermay Road, Monbulk
$104.50 (inc GST)

ECH PROGRAM

Cheese Making

Course Code CM

With Peter Allen

Learn the basics of making diary products at home. Make camembert, sour cream and gourmet feta to
take home and make and eat ricotta on the day. Ask house about containers to bring as significant
changes have happened to buying milk you should know about. Please bring lunch to share.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Saturday November 23rd (1 session)
9am - 4pm, Telopea Mountain Permaculture, 134 Invermay Road, Monbulk
$132.00 (inc GST)

Netted Enclosures To Protect Fruit Trees
Course Code NE

With Peter Allen

Learn how to build a netted enclosure with costings. Also, we will discuss proposed new rules which mean
you will not be able to net your trees or veggies in a backyard effectively if they go through.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Sunday November 24th (1 session)
10am - 4pm, Telopea Mountain Permaculture, 134 Invermay Road, Monbulk
$104.50 (inc GST)

Design A Cidery
Course Code DC

With Peter Allen

Learn all about how to design and manage a cidery, what rootstocks to use and what varieties are
available to plant.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Saturday November 30th (1 session)
10am - 4pm, Telopea Mountain Permaculture, 134 Invermay Road, Monbulk
$104.50 (inc GST)

Cider, Perry or Fruit Wine
Course Code CPF

With Peter Allen

Learn the basics of fermentation for alcohol and what equipment you might need. This is a practical class in making
cider and wine and includes tastings from around the world. Strictly for over 18 years of age and includes a light
lunch.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Sunday December 1st (1 session)
10am - 4pm, Telopea Mountain Permaculture, 134 Invermay Road, Monbulk
$137.50 (inc GST)

Page 4
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Literacy & Numeracy
Literacy for Adults with a Disability
Course Code ALFA

With Dianne Edwards

This course is geared for those who will benefit from basic numeracy and literacy skills in a small friendly
group environment. Using fun and interactive methods, students will also increase their confidence and
abilities to work in a group.
Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Monday October 7th - December 16th (11 weeks) No class November 4th
9:30am - 11:30am, ECH Hall
$80

ECH PROGRAM

Everyday Literacy through Cooking
Course Code ALTC

With Sharyn Thomas

Participants will learn literacy, numeracy and food handling skills through practical cooking demonstrations
and preparing their own recipes, incorporating the 5 food groups. Ideal for those with special needs,
participants will learn the fundamentals of food safety and handling including use and sanitising of
equipment, preparation and storage of ingredients and storage of food types including dairy, dry goods,
fruit and vegetables, meat, seafood and poultry.
Hygiene procedures, identifying and preventing high risks and handling of waste items will be covered to
provide safe practices and increase work place skills. Participants will also make up their own recipe
book, using their literacy and numeracy skills while they learn how to prepare and cook a meal to take
home and share.
Dates:
Time & Venue:

Monday October 7th - December 16th (10 weeks) No class November 4th
12:30pm - 2:30pm, ECH Hall & Kitchen

Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:
Materials:

Tuesday October 8th - December 17th (9 weeks) No class November 5th
1pm - 3pm, ECH Hall & Kitchen
$80 each term, including materials & amenities fees
Special dietary needs - add $20

Workplace Skills
Developing your Skills for the Workplace
Course Code DYSW

With Sharyn Thomas

Ideal for those with special needs, participants will learn a variety of natural and environmental crafts that
interest them such as making soaps, recycled paper and cards and how to present them for sale.
Students will run their own market stall at the Emerald Market to sell their creative works and gain
confidence within a community environment. The money raised goes back into the group and community
by funding for activities for special needs groups. We have two groups running.
Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Tuesday October 8th - December 17th (10 weeks) No class November 5th
10am - 12pm, ECH Hall Kitchen
$80 (including materials and amenities fees)

Computers for job seekers (evening sessions)
Course Code CJS

With Non Blair

Upgrade your IT skills and seek employment. Learn how to search, find and land a job with your increased
IT skills and polished CV. Bring a friend and sign up for our 2 for 1 special!
Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Wednesday October 16th - December 4th (8 weeks)
7-9pm, ECH
$70
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Arts & Culture
Developing your Writing Skills

Course Code DYWS

With Maria Millers

Would you like to develop your writing skills further, become an author, a literary critic or write moving
editorials? In this course, while exploring different literary works and sharing your creative writing, you will
be introduced to a range of creative writing techniques that will help to develop your own personal writing
skills. This is a supportive atmosphere headed by a skilled teacher with some students already published
or going on to be successful authors. You can too, starting with this course.

ECH PROGRAM

Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Friday October 18th - December 6th (8 weeks)
12:30pm - 3pm, ECH Meeting Room
$50 (including material & amenities fees)

Book Writers’ Workshop
Course Code WW

With Heather Ellis

Ever wanted to write that book? Make a start? This course will take you through the steps of writing a
book, promoting it, getting it published and finding out about attending literary festivals and events around
the world. Of special interest is the memoir - a historical account or biography from personal knowledge.
Heather Ellis, author of the acclaimed memoir, “Ubuntu”, will take you down your memory lane and help
you to collect your thoughts and get them organised. This course will run for two semesters to allow
enough time to finish your book hopefully by the end of the year.
Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fees:

Wednesdays TBA (5 sessions)
7pm - 9pm, ECH Meeting Room
$80 (including materials & amenities fees)

Sustainability
Introduction to Sustainable Design Practices
Course Code ISDP
With Adam Byron-Thomsen
Have you ever wanted to start your own sustainability project? Re-design your garden, kickstart a
community group, provide a local service or create a partnership to deliver sustainable outcomes? Join
this course to realise your ideas. You will be guided in planning an achievable project, make meaningful
community connections and explore possibilities through discussion, activities and site visits. Join today
and engage in the challenges and opportunities that your future may hold.
Dates:
Thursday October 10th - December 12th (10 weeks)
Time & Venue: 7 - 9pm, ECH Meeting Room
Course Fee:
$80
Dandenong Ranges Repair Café
Come along to the next session on Sunday October 20th from 9am-11am at the Emerald
Community House during the monthly market. Meet others interested in sustainability projects.
Volunteers helpers are encouraged to come along and join the team.
www.dandenongrangesrepaircafe.community
facebook.com/dandenongrangesrepaircafe

Tax Help
Tax Help volunteers help people with simple tax matters and tell clients whether they need to lodge a tax
return. Tax Help is a free & confidential service provided by local ATO-trained and accredited volunteers.
Low income earners who earn approx $60,000 or less per year and have straightforward tax affairs are
eligible to use this service. Available by appointment until 31st October 2019. Phone 5968 3881 to book.
Page 6
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Workplace Skills
Hospitality Work Ready Training - includes RSA* (Course Code HT)
The Hospitality Work Ready Training is an accredited Work Skills program conducted over
one day. It is aimed at providing participants the skills to be Work Ready to gain employment
in the hospitality industry. Learn the fundamental skills to build your knowledge of the industry. Experience
an insight into the professional operation of a commercial kitchen. Develop skills required to work in the
ever expanding hospitality sector.

ECH PROGRAM

Skills covered in practical training & upon completion of workbook participants will achieve;
SITXFSA001 Use hygienic practices for food safety
SITHFAB002 Responsible Service of Alcohol (RSA)

Date:
Saturday November 30th
Time & Venue:
9am - 4pm, ECH Hall
Administration Fee: $75

* Please note: Individuals cannot be enrolled if they are currently studying as secondary students due to extra conditions for
eligibility of participants for the Hospitality Training course. Please discuss any queries with the ECH Coordinator to confirm.

Provide CPR (Course Code HLTAID001)
Covering both the knowledge requirements and practical skills required to perform CPR on an
infant / adult, the use of an AED, and the requirements for providing an incident/injury report.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Saturday December 14th
9.30am - 11.30am, ECH Hall
$70 per person inc GST (All prices also include ECH admin fees)

Provide First Aid - Includes CPR (Course Code HLTAID003 - Blended Delivery)
The ability to deliver first aid can often mean the difference between life and death. Practical
competencies in class, includes theory and assessments to be completed at home first.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Saturday December 14th
9.30am - 1.30pm, ECH Hall
$154 per person inc GST (All prices also include ECH admin fees)

Travel & Tourism
Introduction to Working in the Wine Industry
Course Code IWW
With Janette Connell
Interested in wine making varietals and what grows in our area? With the Yarra Valley right next
door, you can look into working close to home with a commute through one of the most beautiful areas in
Victoria. Why not combine with Intro to Travel and Tourism? An ideal starter course if you are seeking
employment in a wine tasting venue, hospitality industry or pursue a career or further study in viticulture.

Introduction to Travel and Tourism
Course Code ITT
With Janette Connell
Ever thought of combining your love of travel into a career? What is involved? Can you work from
home? What are the options?
Explore the tourism industry and identify what skills are required, whether you want to pursue a career or
manage boutique travel interests like tours, group travel or develop a local tourism business of your own.
Enquiry:

Email emhouse@iinet.net.au for the start dates for both courses

Page 7
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Children’s Programs
Occasional Childcare

Emerald Community House is a registered licensed childcare provider operating an affordable community
based program. Occasional childcare is available on Monday, Tuesday (3 yr old +), Wednesday & Friday.
Sessions for 6mths - 5 year olds (Monday, Wednesday, Friday)
9:30am - 2:30pm
$40 per child

ECH PROGRAM
‘Kidzplay’ - 3 year old & over (Tuesdays)
9:30am - 2:30pm
$45 per child

Kidzplay includes Spanish session run by Pilar Nesvara from ‘Global Kids’ which strengthe
children’s reading, writing and mathematic development and through diverse cultural experiences.
Inspires imagination, compassion, empathy and builds a sense of belonging.

NEW Childcare Casual rate: $10 per hour, per child (minimum 2hrs)
Our play & learning program offers lots of
fun, love and social activities. Special
experiences are provided each day, taking
into account the children’s natural interests,
and designed to promote their social,
physical,
intellectual,
language
and
emotional development.

‘Bean Sprouts’ Playgroup

Facilitator: Adam Byron-Thomsen
Our facilitated playgroup has a focus on sustainable practices and naturally fun activities. Sourcing
recycled materials, feeding the worm farm, recycled paper mache fun, planting and playing in edible
garden spaces and making craft from natural materials teaches kids about our environment from the start.
This playgroup is the perfect introduction to our suite of childcare programs. Small children practise the
fine art of getting along with others & trying new ways to play.
A regular playgroup can be great for mums, dads, grandparents and caregivers too, especially if they are
new to the community and want to meet other parents with children.
Call to secure a place and join in having fun with your little ones as they explore the world.
Dates:
Time & Venue:
Term Fee:

Thursday October 10th - December 19th (11 weeks)
9:30am - 11:30am, ECH Child Care
$71.50

Out-of-School Hours (OOSH) care
Emerald Community House is a registered licensed childcare provider operating an OOSH program for
each weekday and supervises travel between Emerald Primary School to ECH. The program is selffunded by ECH as a community enterprise.
A substantial and nutritious breakfast and afternoon tea is provided within the cost of the program. Fun
activities include arts & crafts, books, board games, outdoor activities, games and lots more. Laptop
computers and internet access are also available to use for homework .

Morning - 6:30am - 9am
Afternoon - 3:30pm - 6:30pm

$18 per child
$20 per child
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If you are passionate about Real Estate, are ambitious, and would like a clear path of career
progression, then let’s have a coffee and a chat!
Stockdale & Leggo Ringwood and Stockdale & Leggo Emerald currently have opportunities for
ambitious Real Estate agents.
Please call our office on 9879 6335 and ask for Mark Brown.
Alternatively, please email mark.brown@stockdaleleggo.com.au

INEXPENSIVE HACKS TO ‘STYLISE’ YOUR HOME!
We all love living in a nice space, go on, admit it. Unfortunately not all our budgets extend to
overhauling our homes in the manner in which we’d like so we have come up with some cheap
hacks to ‘stylise’ your home without the ‘stylised’ price tags!

TIP 1:

Commence the process with a neutral palette.
Much can be built upon by starting with
white walls and neutral coloured furniture,
especially the big ticket items like the couch.
Neutrals also never date so you can invest in
this with confidence that you won’t have to
upgrade in the near future.

TIP 2:

Go big on the artwork. Oversized pieces of
art are a talking point. They draw attention
and make the space feel expensive. Head to
second-hand stores, student art shows and
even IKEA to score cool finds.

TIP 4:

Create a ‘curation’ feel by upcycling
something old or treasured and blending the
whole lot together to add a feeling that you’ve
considered and curated your space. Hit op
shops or garage sales for rare finds.

TIP 5:

Make it smell delicious by adding candles,
freshly cut flowers or room fragrances. Not
only will your home smell amazing, it will also
create a welcoming vibe which you’ll treasure
every time you walk through the front door.

TIP 3:

Layer with texture such as wool and
cashmere. Add these in throw cushions,
artwork or little sculptures for your shelves.
Don’t be afraid to change it up with something
a little quirky like leather or velvet cushions.
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SUSTAINABLE
DESIGN COURSE
Climate wars got you down? Feeling underwhelmed by government inaction? Wellbeing not too well and you want to
feel good about something? Then it’s time to boost your
mood and your feeling of contribution to the solution. Join
local Adam Byron-Thomsen for his final 2019 Introduction to
Sustainable Design Practices. Redesign your garden, learn
how to work with like-minded people on sustainability projects, visit inspiring sites and develop collaborative plans.
This is the last term for this valuable course which will help
you to kick-start 2020 with a plan of action.
Special 2 for 1 for new enrolments for the final run of this
course. Grab a friend and do some good!

Thursdays

Thursdays, Oct 10th-Dec 12th, 7-9pm, $80
Full details on page 20 in the Emerald Community House
Term 4 program guide.
MARY FARROW

!
w
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NAVIGATING PRACTICE SERIES

autism spectrum

Recognition, Response and Referrals
Free workshop for Community Volunteers

Tuesday October 29th, 2019
6:30 - 9 p.m.

Emerald Library
400A Belgrave-Gembrook Rd, Emerald
bookings 0457 825 076
CFCCardinia@anglicarevic.org.au

Delivered by Irabina and Anglicare Victoria. Hosted by Casey Cardinia Libraries.
Communities for Children is funded by the Australian Government.
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A REFLECTION ON NETTIE PALMER
Recent interesting articles by historian Dale Blair about
Vance and Nettie Palmer have reminded me of what a wonderful person Nettie, who I knew well as a child, was.
She became a friend of my family by virtue of having known
the proprietor of the 'Cascades' guesthouse in Clematis, Lil
Jeffery and her daughter-in-law Nell, previously Nell A'Vard.
The guesthouse was started in 1924 which coincided with the
Palmer's second stay in Emerald (1919-1925), after Vance's discharge from the Army, where they lived in Rose Charman's
cottage, then owned by Katherine Susannah Prichard. The
cottage was subsequently sold to Nell and Albert Jeffery
whose son, Ken 'Heifer' Jeffery, my old school friend, also knew
Nettie well. He may even have called her Aunty Nettie.

In the January edition of Emerald Messenger, Dale Blair
mentions that the Palmers encouraged writers and Nettie
certainly encouraged me. In my last year of primary school in
1953, aged 12, I wrote my magnum opus 'Xavier Undaunted'
and in 1954 gave it her to read. She came back with a long
critical poem which started:

My mother acquired 'Cascades' in 1947 and it was my childhood home. I do not actually recall Vance and Nettie staying
there and unlike their friend the eminent historian Keith (then
not yet Sir Keith) Hancock their signatures do not appear in the
'Cascades' visitors book (now lodged in the Emerald Museum).
But my mother and Nettie became such good friends that I
suspect on their occasional visits to Emerald that they must
have stayed. Suffice to say that after the guesthouse closed at
the end of 1953 Nettie became so much a regular guest that a
small room at the end of the verandah was known to us when
children, and for a long time after, as Nettie Palmer's room.

Many the tales of men and war
That long our thoughts have haunted
But William Pell brings out one more
Xavier Undaunted.
Sadly, with the passing of time, this Nettie Palmer manuscript
has been lost. Perhaps I didn't value it enough at the time.
Nettie liked entertaining children although we found Vance a
little forbidding. On one afternoon tea occasion when there
was a bowl of cherries on the table she amused my brother
Derek and I by hooking pairs of cherries over her ears and
asking us if we liked her new earrings. She was always giving
us books, including 'Beneath the Southern Cross', written by
her daughter, Helen, which I still have.

Friendly and welcoming
family business
Owners Ken & Helen
Hunt have been at
Monbulk Jewellers
since 1994, assisting
and providing quality
services for the
local communtiy and
surrounds.

Quality Onsite Repairs
& Restoration

Nettie gave books as presents to many people. They always
had a short greeting followed by the initials NP. Still to this day
they occasionally turn up in charity shops. One book on the
writing of good English which she gave me in about 1956 carried the greeting - 'To William. Just in case. NP'. I was 15 and she
was 71. That was 'old' to me and for a while I thought the 'just
in case' meant 'just in case I die'. Eventually, I realised it meant
as an encouragement to me, in case I became a writer. Nettie
lived on for another eight years and I never did become a writer.
BILL PELL

Australian Argyle Pink
Diamonds

Bill, who is retired, claims to have lived in Emerald since
1947 but has in fact spent a great deal of his working life
in such varied places as Papua-New Guinea and less
salubrious countries such as Libya and
Mozambique.

Quality Onsite Repairs & Restoration.
New jewellery designed and made.
Diamond and gemstone specialists.
Engagement Rings

New jewellery designed and made • Engagement Rings
• Diamond and gemstone specialists

More information about Nettie Palmer was published
in the January 2019 edition of Emerald Messenger
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PLAYING IT SAFE IN THE BUSH
There is nothing more peaceful than going on a hike in the
mountains, the sounds of birds chirping, the wind in the trees,
the tall green ferns, the wildlife and the lovely views. But this
can also be a treacherous environment and far too often it
seems that people go out unprepared. Here’s how not to be
one of them.
Plan your walk, know what route you will take and don’t overestimate your abilities. Check the difficulty of the track beforehand as well as the weather. Be aware of the weather
conditions and that it can suddenly change. Tell somebody
- family, friends, local police - the route you intend to take
and the time you expect to be back and stick to it. Stay on
the track and check in with friends, relatives and police once
you have returned. Not all tracks in national parks are well
maintained or have sign posts, so take care.
Avoid travelling alone in remote areas and be sure to lodge
an online trip intention form with the relevant authority, particularly for longer hikes. In the winter, temperatures can drop
quickly especially at night but it’s not only during winter this
can happen, summer temperatures can drop significantly
at night too. Be sure to take adequate supplies with you, in
some places you may not have mobile phone service so if
you plan to go walking or camping consider taking a satellite phone or a locator beacon which can be purchased for
around $300.
If you’re going hiking in the Blue Mountains or the Kosciusko
National Park in NSW for a small refundable deposit you can
borrow a Personal Locator Beacon (PBL) from several of the
regional visitor centres. For more information about how to
borrow a PBL in NSW go to www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au/
safety/bushwalking-safety/personal-locator-beacon
If you are going to an alpine area you might consider purchasing snow gear that has built in locator technology. This
information is helpful to rescue services in case of emergency
and should be included in your hiking plan.
Make sure you pack more than enough water, food, a torch
with fresh batteries, matches, sunglasses, sunscreen, a good

first aid kit, a detailed topographical map, a compass and
some warm clothes. It’s better to over prepare than to find
yourself in difficulty.
•

Good planning will help you avoid getting lost however if
you do get lost here are some tips that can help you get
home safely.

•

Stop and think - stay calm

•

Recheck navigation and map

•

Retrace your steps a short distance as you may not be
far from the trail

•

Locate your last known position if possible

•

Gaining some height may assist in orientation

•

If the above does not help then you should stay where
you are

If you become lost chances are you are not too far from the
trail. Staying where you are conserves energy and makes you
easier to locate. Find a spot out of the wind to make a shelter. Leave something visible like a colourful piece of clothing,
skis or a snowboard out in the open so it can be seen from
the air. If you are above the tree line do not drop down into
the trees except to seek temporary shelter as forested areas
can be dense and rugged which can obscure visibility for rescue services. If you do drop down among the trees to stay
warm for the night or to get out of bad weather you should
return to higher ground, where you will be more visible, once
the weather has improved.
If by chance your car breaks down on your way into or out of
a state park or alpine area you should stay with your vehicle
as it’s easier to see a car from the air compared to someone
on foot and you will also have shelter.
So next time you decide to go for a hike whether it’s just a
day trip or longer, winter or summer, make sure you are well
prepared and submit a trip intention form to the relevant authority so that in the unlikely event something goes wrong
you can be found easily.
For more information go to parksweb.vic.gov.au, nationalparks.nsw.gov.au, trailhiking.com.au,
For further info on Recco locator technology go to recco.com
KIRSTY HALL

Photos: Kirsty Hall
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SUSTAINABILITY

TURN OLD KEYS
INTO CASH

CHILDCARE SUBSIDY NOW!
Emerald Community House is very excited to announce that
we are now able to offer the availability of the Childcare
Subsidy to all of our Occasional Childcare customers starting in term 4! This means that eligible families will be able
to apply and receive subsidized childcare for our occasional
childcare programs that run on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday for children under 4 years of age.

Do you have old keys in your house that are no longer of any
use to you? Are they just taking up space? Is the same true
of some of your old padlocks which have stopped working?

This is the first time ECH has been able to offer such a significant break on fees, subsidized by the Commonwealth
government for our licensed, qualified and approved service.
All of our childcare programs including the Out of School
Hours program that runs before and after school for primary
school aged children are now funded by the childcare subsidy for eligible families.

In November, Emerald Community Recycling will be placing plastic recycling drums in shops and community buildings in Emerald for residents to put their old keys and padlocks in.
Cash from the recycling of these keys will go to a well-known
Australian eye charity. 'Key month' will be a one-month
trial. If successful it could be repeated in other towns and
suburbs around Australia in 2020.

We hope lots of people will bring in their old keys and padlocks for recycling. It will benefit a good cause and help our
environment.

ECH invests all of its income from its programs back into
the community by shopping locally, employing local people
including mature age women, providing free programs and
investing in community health through free food provision,
wellbeing programs and inclusive volunteer opportunities.
As a charity not-for-profit local business, our surplus gets
plowed back into local investment where everyone benefits. Your dollar gets reinvested locally. This is a beneficial
practice for other groups and services to follow to help keep
our community vibrant, viable and strong.

PETER COOK

MARY FARROW

The participating shops that will host the white plastic recycling drums for keys and padlocks are? Other drums will
also be located outside the Emerald Community House
Office and in the foyer of Emerald Library.

Emerald Community Recycling
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Series continued from September edition

GREENBRIER CROSSING

The Lorraine sector was a peaceful place compared to what
we were to see in the future. Working through a vast network
of trenches we stayed in the front line for our allotted 10 days
then we were pulled out to take up our position in the reserve
at the rear. The battalion that was in reserve then moved up
to the second line and the troops that provided support to us
then took our place up the front.
We rotated like this for some time providing backup support,
doing our laundry and other washing to get rid of as much of
the trench mud off our bodies as possible, especially our feet.
We drilled a little, rested, wrote letters and even entertained
ourselves with local talent and some of it was quite good. We
had several Broadway boys in the regiment and they would
put on shows for us at night which we enjoyed immensely.
I don’t think we even had a single wounded man during our
first ten days in the trenches but when we hit the front trenches on the next round it was altogether different. A 48 man
scouting patrol was sent out almost every night which was a
ticklish operation. The patrol would leave our outpost lookout
and at a pre-arranged place the barbed wire would be cut so
that the patrol could crawl through to ‘No Man’s Land’. This
was the most God forsaken strip of land in all Europe, guarded over by the dead stumps of trees that had been killed by
shell fire. All of the scouting we had done was on the belly. We
had several upstate New York Indians in our outfit and some
Chinese. They were the best scouts for patrol work however
we didn’t have enough of them for the whole operation.

The Lorraine sector was a peaceful place compared to what we were
to see in the future.

make a wider search. I was detailed on this patrol and I nervously awaited the return of the patrol early in the morning
but they had no Solkowsky.
We made it back to our headquarters and most of us was
ready to believe that they had captured him. I laid down on
the ground and being quite exhausted fell asleep. A few moments later I was rudely awakened and here was Private
Solkowsky on a stretcher besides me with three terrible
shrapnel wounds in one of his legs. The wounds must have
been made by an exploding hand grenade - his right leg
was fractured and the wounds were full of squirming maggots. The doctor who was new on the front says “My God,
Corkrean, how can we remove the maggots?” I told him that
we were not going to remove them as they had saved the
soldier’s life by eating the infected flesh. With that, we would
put a light bandage over them and hoped they all stayed
alive until the patient was safely in the Field Hospital. We

The battlefield was a strip of land up to a mile wide in places.
When it got good and dark both sides would patrol the area
to try and capture one of their enemy so they could question him and find out what was happening on the other side.
Sometimes we’d capture one and then they would capture
one of ours, so it was tit for tat. The Germans seemed to
know what we were doing all the time and it looked like we
knew at all times what they were up to. So to my mind this
was a completely gruesome, useless adventure.
They always sent one of us first aid men with each patrol and
we would remain at the outpost where the patrol left the
trench. The idea was if any of the men in the patrol got hurt
he was to work his way back to the outpost for first aid. It was
long since that I learned that there was not much chance of
doing any first aid on the patrol - when two patrols came together in “No Man’s Land,” it was every man for himself.
On one such patrol, our men come in contact with the enemy and after the skirmish all our men returned or were
accounted for except Private Solkowsky. So the next night
they sent out another patrol to search for the missing soldier,
dead or alive. If he was dead our men would strip his uniform
and throw a few shovelfuls of earth over the remains. We
didn’t want the enemy to secure the uniform as they had a
habit of outfitting one of their men in our deceased uniform
and sending them right into our lines on spying missions. On
the second night they didn’t locate Private Solkowsky so on
the third night another patrol was organised to go out and

The most God forsaken strip of land in all Europe
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The barbed wire would be cut to cross ‘No Man’s Land’

wire for a raid. There are or at least there were a lot of tricks
in war and we learned a few of them the hard way.
His right leg was fractured and the wounds were full of squirming maggots.

Two of the worst things we had to contend with at the front
and especially in the trenches were those trench rats and
the ever present cootie. We wouldn’t have minded fighting
the Germans if we could have eliminated these two pests.
However we could rest assured the Germans had the same
enemy in this line as we did.

splinted up the fractured leg, administered some hot coffee
and other stimulants and dispatched the patient to the rear.
Before Solkowsky left us that morning he told us a story that
I never heard excelled in all my war experience. When his patrol contacted the enemy patrol the first night out he received
the wounds and laid perfectly still on the ground until the
ruckus was over, thinking maybe someone would pick him up
as several of the men had seen him fall. When no one came
to his aid he started to crawl in his pain to what he thought
was our outpost. But after crawling for what seemed miles
through endless rolls of barbed wire over what he thought
was our outpost trench he discovered he had gotten turned
around and crawled behind the German front line outpost
by mistake. As it was approaching daylight he hid in a shell
hole the best he could and waited for night to come again
then made his way back through the German post to No
Man’s Land again. He was too exhausted to make it all the
way to our lines so he had to hide all day again and after
darkness he made it to our lines early the next morning.

BILL CORKREAN

After our patrol had given up hopes of finding him it certainly
proved that they worked very quietly or he would have been
able to contact them while they were hunting for him. I can
understand this, as many a time we would strain our ears
listening to strange noises in the barbed wire ahead of our
trenches not knowing whether it was the enemy cutting our
wire or an infernal trench rat wrestling with an empty bean
can. The enemy would sometimes make noise like rats in tin
cans and some distance away they would be cutting the

The Woodsman display
cabin is now available for
inspection by appointment

Experienced, Local & Independent

Don’t be stressed about your next move I’ll look
after you personally from List to SOLD
so you’ll know what's happening all of the time.
Ask me for a free no obligation
market estimate of your house, land or acres now.
Contact Joseph Licciardi on 0418 509 722

Lisa Nisbet
0431 070 224
Ironbark Cabins
www.ironbarkcabins.com.au

76a Monbulk Road Kallista
03 9755 1888
www.kallistarealestate.com.au
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SCHOOL STRIKE FOR EVERYONE
On Friday September 20th, 2019 climate strikers from all
over the hills travelled to Treasury Gardens in Melbourne to
join the global School Strike 4 Climate march. The School
Strike 4 Climate movement, inspired by Swedish student
Greta Thunberg and now led by young people all over the
world, is demanding that governments take urgent action to
address climate change.
It is estimated that over 4 million people took part in the
global Strike 4 Climate marches in 4500 locations in over 150
countries in the lead up to the UN Climate Action Summit
held in New York. Over 300,000 people attended 100 rallies in major cities and regional centres around Australia to
bring attention to the climate crisis and to demand the government take urgent action to reduce emissions. A further
day of action saw another 2 million people in 2400 locations
march together for climate action on 27th September.
Meanwhile, Prime Minister Scott Morrison did not attend
the UN Climate Action Summit despite being present in the
US for a state dinner. The Australian Prime Minister’s nonattendance at the UN Climate Summit reflects the current
government’s position as climate sceptics.
The PM did however speak at the UN General Assembly
where commentators and experts say he presented misleading or fudged emissions data but presented no new strategies beyond those agreed to in the Kyoto and Paris agreements, which were among some of the weakest emissions
reduction targets to begin with. Australia’s current government is either failing to understand or failing to care that climate change has no borders, it is an urgent collective global
issue and must take precedence over economic growth and
jobs security. Business as usual is simply not an option.
Thirty years of scientific evidence is no longer a matter for
debate, the time for action is now. If our Prime Minister
wants ‘kids to be kids’ and stay in school instead of marching
in the streets, then he needs to commit to some significant
action to reduce emissions urgently.
“We will continue to strike until
world leaders listens to the scientists and take action,” one student
protester said. “This is our future
and we will not stop fighting for it
until we see real action to protect
the environment and our future.”
MEREDITH COLE
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WHAT’S UP DOC ?

BRUSH UP YOUR COMPUTER SKILLS
Do you have gaps in your computer skills that need filling?
Been a long time since you made an Excel spreadsheet?
Looking for work using the internet and don’t know where to
start? Springtime in Term 4 is your chance to brush up your IT
skills or take advantage of our 2 for 1 end of the year pricing
for our Computers for Job Seekers short course.

I have a new computer
his name is Apple Mac,
he’s really very friendly
‘cos he sits upon my lap !

Emerald Community House computer classes offer a flexible
and supportive environment to help you improve your IT IQ,
whether at home or at work. Everyone has a weak spot when
it comes to technology. Learn what you need to know whether it is using MS Word to write documents or CVs or create a
Powerpoint presentation for your workplace or slide show for
the family holidays. Want to get your house budget in a better
place? Use Excel to get your accounts, taxes and expenses in
order. Looking for a job on the internet? What is the best way
to search for jobs and how should you respond to the criteria?
How far back should you go in your employment history? Enrol
in our friendly courses and move ahead. Go on, you deserve it.

Yet he speaks another language
and he’s difficult to read.
When I start to drive him
I cannot really speed !
I’ve quickly come to realise
that he knows much more than me,
But what’s all this - an instruction book ?
I’ll open it and see !

Computers (Day Sessions) Flexible learning in a small group
environment. Wednesdays, October 16th - December 4th,
12:30-3pm. Details on page 19 to place booking enquiries.

I could follow much of it
but I do not have the time,

Computers for job seekers (evening sessions) Upgrade your
IT skills and seek employment. Learn how to search, find
and land a job with your increased IT skills and polished CV.
Bring a friend and sign up for our 2 for 1 special!

I cannot see the reason

Wednesdays, October 16th - December 4th , 7-9pm

and something called Excel

nor work out the rhyme !
Now I see there’s ‘New Docs’ , My Docs

MARY FARROW

but nowhere is there a ‘What’s Up Doc’
so damn it – why the hell ?

Emerald Community House
Out of Hours School Care program

Also I have to open it just to close it
or is it the other way around ?

What? Free childcare at Christmas?

- Looking in the mirrorI notice that I have frowned !

We're giving back to you when you need it most.

How am I going to master it

Thank you to the families who use
our programs each week!

I hear you question now ?
I’ll just consult my grandchildren…
they’ll surely show me how ! !

All permanent OOSH bookings
currently enrolled will be eligible
to go into a draw to receive
their set childcare hours for free
in December 2019.

TED HORTON

Drawn on Friday
November 29th
www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au
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LET’S GO DUTCH!
If you are getting a bit itchy to plan a travel adventure consider a lingering holiday in the Netherlands. While many do a
short stint in Amsterdam there is a lot more to the country than
windmills, Gouda cheese and clogs. It is a spectacular location
to concentrate your travel with a network of criss-crossing train
and bus routes, bikes with their own lanes and truly spectacular
architecture and art from the old masters to the new age.
First, some advice on planning travel to the other side of the
planet. Consider the season in which you will be travelling and
check the weather predictions so that you pack only what you
really need. A good wind breaking waterproof jacket goes along
way when combined with the ability to layer clothing underneath. Bring items that wash and dry quickly. Will you be active?
If so, make sure you bring truly comfortable clothes and not too
many. You will soon regret lugging around a suitcase that is full
of stuff that you are not going to wear. Two pairs of shoes are
enough and make sure they are worn in and comfortable. In a
flat country, you may be walking a lot. And remember, you can
and will buy anything that you need when you get there.
Don’t forget the 100ml rule for international flight travel limits
on fluids, creams and gels. Remember this if you buy expensive
perfumes or other scented lotions that can come in larger bottles. It can be an expensive lesson when the inspector confiscates your $80 bottle of La Vie Est Belle Nourishing FragranceBody Lotion in a 200ml bottle that you just bought in the shop
and drops it in the bin. Have a few empty 100 ml plastic bottles
on hand to redistribute liquids in case of this kind of emergency.

Dawn over the Netherlands

travel on the train with a bike for a small fee and the lifts have
doors at both ends for getting on and off with your bike easily.
Dogs are also allowed to travel on trains. In fact on my recent
trip a dog occupied the last seating space and the last human
passenger to board had to wait for the next train. Online train
schedule via NS. NL website is great and you will never be left
wondering when the next train will be or whether there are connections when setting out on a day trip. Assistance from train
staff is exemplary if you need help and of course they speak
multiple languages.

Bring a waterproof day backpack/bag and compressed shopping bag. If you travel with a small laptop, notebook, tablet or
iPad be sure that it will fit easily in your pack, know how much
it weighs and keep your charger handy. Have a USB stick or
memory card to copy photos and files that may be important.
Copy your travel documents, receipts, passport, insurance and
back up your phone before you go. And beware - if you fly on internal flights there may be tighter baggage restrictions so don’t
get caught out having to pay extra for the same bag that you
started with. Do your homework and read the baggage allowance details for all flights.

Not every station has lifts or escalators but all have stairs which
usually include narrow tracks to navigate a bike up and down
the stairway. Don’t bring a bag that you can’t comfortably carry up and down 2 flights of stairs. And mind the platforms. Your
train may be leaving from Platform 2 but there may be an a, b
and c section along the same lengthy platform. Occasionally
trains can get cancelled like any transport system so be prepared to hail a taxi. Use Google Maps to know where you are
going and how long it takes. That said, I never experienced any
questionable deviations by taxis anywhere in the Netherlands.
Uber is also available and you can rent a bike for a day or over
a couple of days to get around. Your mobile phone will give you
explicit directions using Google Maps. Get a bike with a mobile
phone bracket so you can hear the instructions without holding
the phone. It is now illegal to talk on the phone while riding a
bike in The Netherlands.

The Netherlands is almost entirely flat. You will want to get your
walking ability up to speed before you go - a couple of kilometres a day should do it. This will increase your stamina to just get
across the airports that you will be going through on the way,
sometimes in a hurry, bag in tow and no sleep.
A Eurail pass purchased ahead of time can be very convenient
and that feature alone may be worth the upfront investment.
This train pass allows you to have flexibility on which days
you want to travel. You can choose first class for a little more
money and sometimes this is where the only empty seats are
in a busy tourist season. These train carriages are slightly more
comfortable (legroom, drop down tables, large leather seats
and convenient toilets).

I had great results with AirBnB and Booking.com for accommodation everything from a 5-star boutique hotel with a window on a Delft canal to a loft space that overlooked a busy and
noisy pedestrian lane in the centre of Amsterdam. Good places
can get booked out so plan your trip early, check the customer
comments, get insurance for the things you are afraid of and go

You can travel between the Netherlands, Belgium and
Luxemburg on a targeted Eurail Benelux pass. There is a variety of travel days that you can elect such as any 8 days in a
thirty day period. There are also discounts for seniors. You can
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ahead and live dangerously. By the time you are travelling you
will only need spending money and that is a very good feeling
with your other expenses covered. Bring your receipts or have
copies on your phone but don’t rely on technology. Paper is not
such a bad thing. You can reduce all receipts and copy to a few
pages - so handy and accessible at any time.

or promised. You will be surprised at the result if you stick with
it. I have had financial compensation from both Lufthansa and
Booking.Com based on inconvenience factors or fraudulent advertising. These organisations have reputations to protect and
value your repeat business as well as appreciate your ability to
go public with complaints.

If you are travelling in the European summer, you can beat the
potential heat waves in the northern regions which are cooler
than countries to the south. Not many accommodations or
ground transport have airconditioning. If you suffer from hay
fever, the European season is April to July for the most part so
bring your puffer if you need it.

Check in next month for highlights of travel around The
Netherlands beyond Amsterdam if you really want a carefree,
relaxing and fun holiday that won’t require time off when you
return just to get over the trip..
MARY FARROW

Be sure to ask your hotel if they have fans, bikes for loan, their
own internet (not borrowing from the shop/cafe next door).
Check for the provision of a kettle, small fridge, cup or mug in
the room. Ask for ground/basement floor or first floor if you
don’t want to climb a lot of stairs. A basement self-contained
floor booked through AirBnB in Utrecht turned out to be a 5
star spot, perfect during the hot spell in July.
Consider your risks with AirBnB but be aware that dodgy
places can be available through Booking.com too. Use the
power of your review to point out problems and complain to
the headquarters of these organisations. Be direct and fair. A
bad enough experience is usually good enough to condemn
a place. No need to exaggerate but take pictures if useful because they will ask. Insist on compensation or a refund if you
can prove your point or conditions are not what was promoted

Don't pack more than you can manage

Dutch trains are the way to go

Bikes abound in the Netherlands

Leather seats in First Class trains
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LIVING DOWN OLD
EMERALD ROAD

Beyond the Coulson’s plot lived a big fellow who ran cattle and talked to himself. Sarah found him rather scary.
Another neighbour distressed them all by shooting a beloved old koala that spent its days at the top of the tallest
gum tree on the block. Desperate unemployed fossickers
struggled on in the worked-out diggings that had become
the Bald Hills, some tying old sacking around themselves in
the absence of trousers.

Not gold, but the desperate Depression of the 1890s led to
the foundation of the villages of the Dandenongs. Surveyors
were still marking out ten acre blocks in the forest when the
father of Monbulk settlement’s first baby chose his selection. With the bounds of the Dandenong and Woori Yallock
State Forest stretching to the Woori Yallock Creek, early
fossickers went eastward if they wished to take up land.

Monty Mattingley, a remittance man, pestered Sarah. She
slammed the door on him when he came round drunk. He’d
brought back from Lilydale enough beer to keep him going
for a while. Later he took a shine to Mrs. Stuart at the Old
Emerald store at Kidd’s Bridge and eventually he married her.
Percy Cerruty sold billycans and brooms from a tin hut on
Main Street until he was found fatally injured in his mine
down in Parson Jack’s gully. Another nearby settler shoed
horses and repaired boots. Sarah shopped at the Old
Emerald stores on the diggings and bought goods from
Ides of Lilydale who delivered to the Silvan Road.

Sarah Coulson remained in town with her toddler while her
husband grubbed trees by hand - dug deep, cut roots, and
levered them out with a long pole. In the summer of 1893 she
moved into her new home. Its slabs, set vertically between
two pieces of timber, formed two rooms with calico windows.
A well, dug not far from the house, gave them water.

Aldy grew up free to run anywhere, playing with the fossickers’ children, with wallaby grass all over and wildflowers everywhere. He found it unbelievable that the Bald Hills
had ever been thick with trees and scrub. Soon even the
odd remaining trees went to Camm's case mill.

The bedroom was just over three metres square, the dining room nearly four, with the addition of an open chimney
that ran the length of one wall. There was room to put a
table in there to have morning tea. The flue was so wide
you might fall down it without touching the sides. But rain
didn't worry the big fire, logs over a metre long kept it going all night. When the soot started to collect they raked it
down with a long brush.

The family luckily survived the fires of 1898 but it was said
‘they walked on charcoal from Monbulk to South Wandin’.
In 1900 Sarah lost her husband to ‘miner’s complaint’. Daisy,
Aldy and Frank were nine, six and two. With no church yet,
a service was held at home before Nation’s wagon took his
body away. After that, a mounted constable came around
regularly to assess improvements for Land Tax. Even though
they had made all the improvements the Government required Sarah still had to put the children ‘on the State’, like
foster children.

Sarah’s cabinet-maker father had constructed a big twometre table with two cutlery drawers. It arrived at the
door with her, tied on the back of ‘Daddy’ Nation’s coach,
on one of his tri-weekly trips from South Wandin (Silvan).
Unfortunately it came into the house scratched and she
was upset that she could never get the scratches out.
Wilson, a neighbouring blacksmith, made Sarah’s oven out
of a big drum. There were places on it where she could put a
tray with a fire underneath and a fire on top. She found this
new oven unsatisfactory - it was not heavy enough. So she
acquired another of heavy cast iron with a large iron domed
lid. With a big shovel she kept red-hot ashes going on the
lid. Her roasts, with Yorkshire puddings all round, were a joy
to her family, along with her beautiful bread.

Only a few months later fire struck again. A neighbour
helped Sarah save her home, putting the children up on a
bark shed with a bucket of water each and a pannikin to
extinguish sparks. Again they were able to save the house.
When Aldy was old enough Sarah bought a cow and a calf
from South Wandin. They kept it on a rope and Aldy would
walk it through the forest for a feed. Soon the family acquired
some pigs from a neighbour across the creek, the children
picking them up to carry them over a log crossing. Sometimes
Sarah had a small calf killed which she would cure in brine and
feed to the children and the local berry pickers.

When baby Harold (Aldy) Coulson was born, Mrs. Parker
from South Wandin came over to help. Aldy was the first
child born in the new settlement, arriving safely in his cosy
little home. Earlier, in the 1850s, the wife of forestry worker
Mark Holden had given birth in a tent in what later became
Holden Road and in the 1860s the babies of Old Emerald arrived in diggers’ tents and huts. Aldy was the first baby born
in a proper house in the new settlement of Monbulk but he
could not be christened for lack of a minister in the forest.

Before too long they saw cars and a telegraph line arrive in
the town. Sharing hard work, the family survived, including
a fire that burnt the town in 1913.
The house was lost a few years later when children started
a fire just outside. Aldy rebuilt the house and continued
living on Sarah’s property until 1950 when Ivan and Joy
Southall bought it for a very different writer’s life.

Sarah was nervous of the Indian hawker who came round
from Emerald with a pack on his back, selling trinkets for
kids, necklaces, brooches. He was dark with a beard, and
seemed good-natured, but Sarah would not deal with him.
She kept the children inside when he came to the door.
Buying would only encourage him to come again and she
considered him a bit of a pest.

DOROTHY WILLIAMS
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BELGRAVE LIBRARY
Yoga for Seniors
Wednesday October 9th at 11am
Join Cara from Shining Wellness for an introductory yoga
session. This class will teach you effective stretches and
strengthening exercises that you can do on a chair and that
can be easily incorporated into your daily life to improve the
health and flexibility of your body. Age doesn’t have to be
a barrier to health and wellness. This class will also include
breath awareness and relaxation and it is suitable for everyone from absolute beginners to experienced yogis.
Irish Dancing
Thursday October 10th at 11am
Irish Dancing is a great dance style for all ages. Come along
and learn some traditional Irish dances including the Walls of
Limerick and Lanigan’s Ball.
Introduction to Drawdown: Reversing Global Warming
Saturday October 12th at 10:30am
Introduction to Drawdown is a practical, thought-provoking
and inspiring workshop exploring a comprehensive plan
about how we can achieve Drawdown (the point in time
when we are sequestering more greenhouse gases than we
emit year on year) to reverse global warming by 2050. There
will be an introduction to some of the 100 solutions identified by comprehensive scientific research and how you can
be, and already are, a part of the solution.
Art for Relaxation
Friday October 18th at 11am
Do you love art and being creative?
Local artist Bev Pergl is offering a free introductory art session for carers or those wishing to take some time out to nurture, nourish and inspire themselves in a calm and peaceful environment. Have fun while creating art and take your
mind away from daily concerns through the creative process.
No background in art required. Small group.
JASMINE MOLDERS
A wunderbar celebration featuring
plenty of beer, live entertainment
and our Staff in their traditional
German costumes.
Don’t miss out on an amazing time!
Oktoberfest Lunch Buffet
with 330ml of Beer for $49
or
German Sausage in bread
and Stein of Beer for $25

Book Online at
www.cuckoorestaurant.com.au
Or
call our booking staff on
03 9751 1003
For any further enquiries
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INVESTMENT IN GENDER
EQUITY BENEFITS EVERYONE

in Brussels reports in the Human Cost of Natural Disasters
– A global perspective (2015) that income levels have a significant impact on disaster death tolls in that “levels of economic development rather than exposure to hazards per se,
are major determinants of mortality.”

Today, traditional attitudes, responsibilities and lack of inclusion still present obstacles for women in participating
in decision-making, gaining skills and accessing resources.
Emergency planning decisions are typically made without
the inclusion and consultation of local women. These committees can have a resistance to inclusion based on traditional attitudes, practice and custom even in advanced
countries. Yet women manage risks every day, deal with adversities and connect through strong, trusted and respected
social networks.

Benefits of including local women
Inclusion, empowerment and investment in local community
service groups and organisations that strengthen women
may contribute to the success of long-term sustainability
and socio-economic development in high disaster risk environments. Whether or not a disaster ever happens, it is readily understood in the global humanitarian sector that economic empowerment and education of women in between
disasters also delivers benefits to men, families and their
community by stimulating inclusive economic outcomes
across the board.

According to the Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience
(AIDR) Community Recovery Handbook #2, community
development (positions often held by women) “strengthens the community to absorb stresses and raise collective
resilience overall to better manage adverse events in the
short and long term.” Yet emergency planning committees
can still reflect a nagging gender imbalance between emergency management planners and inclusion of women, especially those who work in the local community sector - a key
interface for successful disaster management. While local
women can experience obstacles in participating in municipal emergency planning, they often spend considerable time
as employees and volunteers in relief and recovery activities
when disasters occur.

The National Gender and Emergency Management
Guidelines from the Gender and Disaster Pod cite advice
from the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction
2015-2030, stating that “a gender perspective should be
integrated into all disaster policies and practices and that
women’s leadership should be promoted and facilitated.”
Further, the Framework declares that:
“Women and their participation are critical to effectively
managing disaster risk and designing, resourcing and implementing gender-sensitive disaster risk reduction policies,
plans and programmes; and adequate capacity building
measures need to be taken to empower women for preparedness as well as to build their capacity to secure alternate
means of livelihood in post-disaster situations.”

A majority of local community caring and service roles are
performed by women as employees and as volunteers such
as childcare, aged care, education and not for profit management. The exclusion of women from local decision making input on municipal emergency planning committees
could negatively impact recovery and survival outcomes.
Local women can be disempowered when their priorities
and experience are dismissed or if they are prevented or discouraged from participating as authorized partners in emergency planning and recovery activities.

Inclusive thinking on the roles of women in the planning
and management of disasters can be a pivotal element in
building a resilient society. It is important to understand the
influences and provide the necessary resources required to
maximize women’s involvement, empowerment and inclusion across the disaster management spectrum. Further,
emergency management planners should include local community development practitioners as well as the community

Extreme climate events (droughts, floods, storms, heat
waves) represent over 80% of all disasters in past decades.
What does this mean for women who are the most negatively impacted by these and other climate driven events?
Current emergency planning processes which are traditionally conducted by a majority that does not include a fair
representation of local women can lack awareness of the
impact of gender discrimination and exclusion.
It is widely recognised that women and their children are more
likely to die than men in disasters. According to the United
Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction cultural restrictions, lack of appropriate skills and less physical strength are
contributing factors to women and girls becoming disproportionate victims of disasters. In addition, the gender pay
gap for women continues to lag behind male incomes even
in Australia, according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS), creating further division and availability of women
who must work longer to achieve income equity. The Centre
for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED) based

United Nations' Sustainable Development Goal #5 - Gender Equality
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Behavioural change is still required not only amongst community members but at all levels of business and government,
especially in emergency service agencies, trades and local
government. Inclusion strategies for women are beginning to
appear but they are not always welcome by those who resist
inclusion. This is the time to put that resistance to rest.

service/caring sector which is overwhelmingly staffed by
women according to the ABS.
Australian opportunities
Women can and do contribute to disaster resilience and
community strength by combining community development
practices with care skills acquired through personal and professional development, working with children, families, priority groups, neighbourhoods and communities. Australian civilian community development practitioners and community
services support the wellbeing and human rights of communities across Australia every day as their core business. And
that business is growing according to current employment
projections by the ABS.

Disaster events can provide an opportunity to advance
gender equity and the roles and responsibilities of women
in managing disaster impacts as well as advancing health
outcomes. Recognising the role of local community development practitioners is consistent with the latest AIDR advice
and guidelines in their training literature. Training and gaining experience in emergency planning can provide additional
pathways for future employment for women and can help to
close the pay gap especially when working in non-traditional
employment such as the trades or emergency services.

Workers and volunteers in the community sector provide services for priority groups which are considered to be vulnerable, isolated or marginalised people. These workers and volunteers can also be some of the very same people who are
disproportionally at risk in mass casualties during emergencies and disasters. These risks could potentially be reduced if
they were included on emergency planning committees. As
women make up 50% of the population and 85% of community service /care providers in Australia, shouldn’t their needs,
connections, input, knowledge, networks and experiences be
included in disaster planning?

Empowering and strengthening the role of women in the
communities where they live and work in between disaster
events is where the longer term benefits lie, thus building
community resilience for everyone. The legislation is in place,
the literature supports inclusion and the laws against abuse
are clear. We have the tools, policies, guidelines and statistics
at hand. Equal representation for local women on municipal
emergency planning committees is necessary now if we truly
value a safer, inclusive community.

If women’s careers and economic security are disproportionately threatened after disasters, then consideration should
be made regarding what women need for income stability as a priority to reduce negative impacts of disasters.
Opportunity to engage in non-traditional women’s activities,
training and employment such as trade apprenticeships can
have the important benefit of upskilling women in preparation for emergency survival, provide skills and help to close
the gender pay gap.

MARY FARROW

Delivered at the World Community Development
Conference 2019 in Dundee, Scotland and the
Australian Disaster Conference 2019 in Melbourne.

Diverse community representation
Macedon Ranges Shire Council recently took a bold step and
identified the inclusion of women as a key component of their
Municipal Emergency Management Planning Committee in
their Prevention of Violence against Women in Emergencies
Action Plan 2018-2019. Gender differences impact communities who are preparing, responding and recovering from disasters and that “issues related to gender are known to compound
effects on disasters”. Continuing to ignore, resist or avoid the
inclusion of local women on municipal planning committees
and in emergency management leadership roles could contribute to negligent practices at the municipal and state levels.
This can result in unnecessary trauma and a repeated backlash
from the community after a disaster event. If we continue to do
the same when we know better, we can expect to experience
the same outcome. Lessons should be learned.
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enjoy the
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Come and
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MarketStalls
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Food ••Market
Music & Food
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••Family
fun ••Activities

Conclusion

www.emeraldcommunityhouse.
www.emeraldcommunity

Men and women experience disasters differently. If women
are the most negatively impacted demographic when a disaster strikes then achieving gender equity and equal representation on municipal emergency planning committees
as well as in non-traditional roles now has the potential to
improve the outcomes for women and those in their care in
disasters as well as everyday life. By including and consulting
with local women in a resilience building capacity the community and emergency management benefit exponentially.
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from 3-8pm
from
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th

Located in Puffing Billy Park,
Kilvington Drv, Emerald
Kilvington Drv, Emerald
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EVENTS GALLERIES SPORT CULTURE CONCERTS THEATRE
PAVE FESTIVAL 2020 - MUSICIAN APPLICATIONS
Expressions of interest due October 31st
www.pave.org.au
Apply to perform at next years festival, March 29-April 5
PATCH FEST 2019
Saturday October 19th,
The Patch Primary School
www.thepatchps.vic.edu.au
FREE WORKSHOP – AUTISM VOLUNTEERS / CARERS
October 29th, 6:30-9pm
Emerald Library, 400A Belgrave-Gembrook Rd
Email CFCCardinia@anglicarevic.org.au
EMERALD PRIMARY SCHOOL FAIR
November 9th, 9am-3pm
Heroes Avenue, Emerald
www.eps.vic.gov.au
EMERALD TWILIGHT MARKET
December 6th, 4pm-8pm
Puffing Billy Park, Emerald
www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au
EMERALD CAROLS BY THE LAKE
December 13th, 6-9:30pm
Emerald Lake Park
www.emeraldcarols.com
COMMUNITY RECYCLING FORUM
October 17th, 7-9pm
Emerald Community House Hall
www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au
IGNITE YOUTH FESTIVAL
Friday October 4th, 4pm-9pm
Gemco Arts Centre, Emerald
FREE entry. All ages event.
Featured musicians: Hannah Schmidli, Grace Baker,
Ayden Gadsden, Mitch Matta, Jazmin Micallef, Glaze
Amoguis, Jamie Pugh and Lily Slater
Details www.ignitefestival.com.au
HILLS PHOTGRAPHIC SOCIETY
Thursday October 10th & 24th, 7:30pm
St Josephs' Church Hall
Corner Monbulk and Cornish Rds, Emerald
www.hillsphotographicsociety.org.au
COCKATOO WOMEN'S BUSINESS NETWORK
Monday October 28th, 7:30pm
42 McBride Street, Cockatoo
Monthly meetings held on last Monday each month
EMERALD VILLAGE ASSOCIATION
COMMUNITY NETWORKING NIGHT
Tuesday October 29th, 7:30pm
Emerald RSL
www.emeraldvillagenews.com.au

emeraldmessenger.com.au

BELGRAVE BIG DREAMS MARKET
First Sunday of every month (except Jan)
St Thomas More Primary School
Reynolds Lane, Belgrave
Time: 9am - 2pm
Info: www.belgravebigdreamsmarket.com
BELGRAVE SOUTH COMMUNITY MARKET
First Sunday of every month (except Sept)
Gilmore Court, Belgrave South
Time: 10.30am - 3.30pm
Info: market@bsch.org.au
COCKATOO COUNTRY MARKET
First Saturday of every month (except Jan)
Alma Treloar Reserve, 77 Pakenham Road, Cockatoo
Time: 8.30am - 1.30pm
Info: cockatoocountrymarket@outlook.com
EMERALD COMMUNITY MARKET
Third Sunday of every month
Main Street & Kilvington Drive, Emerald
Time: 9am-3pm
Info: 03 5968 3881 www.emeraldcommunity.market
EMERALD LIONS GROW IT BAKE IT MAKE IT
First Sunday of every month
Gemco Theatre, 19 Kilvington Drv, Emerald
Time: 10am-3pm
Info: www.facebook.com/GrowItBakeItMakeItMarket
GEMBROOK MARKET
Fourth Sunday of every month (except Dec)
Gembrook Community Centre
Time: 9am-2pm
Info: www.gembrookmarket.com.au
KALLISTA COMMUNITY MARKET
First Saturday of every month (except Jan)
2 Church Street, Kallista
Time: 9am - 1pm
Info: kallistamkt@gmail.com
MONBULK PRODUCE MARKET
Second Saturday of every month
Top End Main Street, Monbulk
Time: 8am-1pm
Info: monbulkmarket@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/monbulkproducemarket
UPWEY GRASSROOTS MARKET
Main Street, Upwey
Time: 9am-2pm
Info: www.facebook.com/GrassrootsMarketUpwey

FREE

